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At the outset, this paper aims to present how the changes in regulations pertaining to pharmacists, particularly in India, will be useful in order to downsize disintegration in the bounds of the healthcare system, to make the management of medication effective, to upgrade the persistent patient care and patient user-friendliness towards the medication. Furthermore, in the context of this conceptual paper, the regulatory changes stand for the prescribing rights for the registered pharmacists. There is a general favorable reception of ‘prescription by pharmacist’ in the international pharmacy literature. Interestingly, in India we can implement this system to lessen the workload on physicians. Nevertheless, it goes without saying that this system would have its own pros and cons. All the same, it has some advantage in patients point of view. There can be some replicas which we can put into practice and are described in the paper. Firstly, ‘Pharmacist prescribing by contingent practice’ which would be a written guideline, a specific comprehensive set of documents that delineate the actions that are to be performed by pharmacists in the prescriptive authority. Secondly, in ‘complimentary prescribing’ doctors would embark on the initial assessment and the ancillary prescriber [the pharmacist] can thereafter prescribe working on the basis of care management policy settled by the physician. Here, the role of complimentary prescriber will significantly donate to clinical supervision plan and monitoring along with change of medicine, if any, and eventually referring to the doctors. Thirdly, ‘collaborative prescribing’ replicas embraces a mutual practice association sandwiched between a pharmacist and a physician additionally with authorized permission for medicine prescription. Moreover and importantly, the ‘Role of government’ is to check the competence of registered pharmacist. Government can set the exams that will examine their competency to prescribe the medication. To sum up, the establishment of above suggested models will be the apposite opening phase towards the aim of this paper.
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